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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context of the project 

This proof of concept shall demonstrate the use of text mining techniques on large 
amounts of social media posts as a means to identify areas of interest for the 2016 ICT 
conferences. 

1.2 Objective 

 

The purpose of this document is present the algorithms used to modelling the data 
and the results obtained. 
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2 MODELLING 

2.1 Introduction 

The documents to be analysed come from social media (Tweeter and Yammer) so they 
are mostly written in natural language, i.e. common human language. Furthermore, 
tweets use to have a colloquial language that breaks up with common grammatical 
structures used in formal writing. 

Due to the difficulties given by the kind of text, it is necessary to use algorithms that 
infer the meaning of the tweets.  

There are several topics-discovery algorithms based on different points of view.  
Algorithms called correlated topic models will be used on this PoC, more specifically, 
LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) and CTM (correlated topic model). Those models 
assume that some specific terms would appear more often together in documents that 
belong to the same topic. 

2.2 Algorithms 

The original developers of LDA and CTM wrote 

“In technical terms, a topic model is a generative probabilistic model that uses a small 
number of distributions over a vocabulary to describe a document collection. When fit 

from data, these distributions often correspond to intuitive notions of topicality”. 

The input for both models is a TDM or a DTM (Term/Document or Document/Term 
matrix) so it assumed that the words in a document are exchangeable and their order is 
not important for the document’s summary (a bag-of-words algorithm).  

A resume of both iterative algorithms could be the execution of the following steps:  

1. An initial number of topics are prefixed in order to give the algorithm some 
basis. Usually in a big amount of mathematical classification models. The fixed 
number could be pondered or gotten from a previous analysis. This number 
would be called  . 

2. Every word is assigned to a temporary topic according to some function. This 
function will be the Dirichlet distribution (a multivariate generalization of Beta 
distribution) in the LDA algorithm and the logistic normal distribution in the CTM 
one. This assignment proceed as follows: 

a. For each topic and each document both distributions are used:    ( ⃗) 

and    ( ⃗) with LDA,   (   ) and   (   ) with CTM. They would be 

called   and  . 

b. All the topics generated previously are distributed shaping geometrical 
figures with a center. These ‘centers’ are moved according to a 
multinomial distribution whose parameters are   and  .  They would be 

called    and    

3. Each topic is properly labeled because initially the algorithm get numbered 
topics. 

4. It is needed to return to step 2 and execute previous steps until the centers are 

fixed and will not move again.  
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The following graph shows the previous steps by summing up the assignment 
algorithm with the previous notation: 

 

There is still needed some information about several parameters needed for the 
calculation of the topics probability distribution in any document, for the topics 
probability distribution in the set of wordsand for the topic which could include every 
word in every document. One must estimate them. 

Due to the computational complexity of their maximum likelihood estimation, it has 
been used a Gibbs sampling (a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm) for obtaining 
them within the LDA and a variant of the expectation-maximization algorithm in the 
CTM. 

2.3 Differences between LDA and CTM 

In addition to the different distributions used in the calculation previously described, 
there are some important differences between them: 

 LDA always converges with the Gibbs sampling and CTM does not. 

 CTM sometimes achieves a better fit than LDA when topics are highly 
correlated. 

 CTM calculates the correlation between the discover topics and LDA does not. 

 

 

 

The LDA algorithm has been selected because it has brought a better topics 

profiling than CTM and a better fitting of the model. 
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3 RESULTS 

The LDA model is built with 1.550 posts from the original source 2.000 posts because 
after the data cleaning phase (delete stopwords, meaningless terms,…) 450 posts has 
no words so they cannot be used as an input for the algorithm. 

 

Original Post Cleaned Post 

Lunch - woohoo! #DIGITconf  

?!?! :) #DIGITconf   

Questions? Oh wait, not yet! #digitconf   

#digitconf  

Figure 1 - Examples of irrelevant posts 

 

After building the LDA model, every post is assigned with a certain probability to each 
topic. In this case, the highest probability has been chosen to make the segmentation.  

The following figures show some segments obtained with LDA classification. Each blue 
circle (or cluster) represents the posts which are contained in a topic and the most 
frequent terms inside them.  

For example, topic number 2 has ‘data’, ‘information’, ‘process’ and so on, as most 
relevant terms, and topic number 8 has ‘digital’, ‘transformation’, ‘job’, etc. 

 

Figure 2 - LDA example: Relevant terms in Topic 2 
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Figure 3 - LDA example: Relevant terms in Topic 8 

3.1 Topic discovery 

Once the relevant terms related to the topics are identified, we can choose the right 
name to be assigned to the clusters. For example, the topic number 1 has terms 
related to network, so that the name will be “Alternatives to email”. There is always a 
cluster with a mixture of terms which are also included in other clusters, this is why this 
group is named “Other”. 

Next table shows the topic discovery with the LDA model: 

Topic Number Topic Name 

1 Alternatives to email 
2 Data process and information management 

3  New work is digital 

4 Cloud technology 

5 Tools and applications 

6 Mix of ideas 

7 Change and innovation culture 

8 Digital transformation 

9 Electronic Government 

10 Innovation: open and focus on user 

11 Other 

Figure 4 - Topic Names 

Next subsections focus on analysing what we could find inside each topic.  

 

 

 

 Topic Alternatives to email 3.1.1

The LDA model has classified 84 posts into ‘Alternatives to email’.  
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Figure 5 - Ten of the most frequent terms in 'Alternatives to email' 

 

Figure 6 - 'Alternatives to email' wordcloud 
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 Topic Data process and information management 3.1.2

The LDA model has classified 115 posts into ‘Data process and information 
management’.  

 

Figure 7 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Data process and information management' 

 

Figure 8 - 'Data process and information management' wordcloud 

 Topic  New work is digital 3.1.3

The LDA model has classified 173 posts into ‘ New work is digital’.  
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Figure 9 - Ten of the most frequency terms in ' New work is digital' 

 

Figure 10 - ' New work is digital' wordcloud 

 Topic Cloud technology 3.1.4

The LDA model has classified 225 posts into ‘Cloud technology’.  
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Figure 11 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Cloud technology' 

 

Figure 12 - 'Cloud technology' wordcloud 

 Topic Tools and applications 3.1.5

The LDA model has classified 94 posts into ‘Tools and applications’.  
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Figure 13 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Tools and applications' 

 

Figure 14 - 'Tools and applications' wordcloud 

 Topic Mix of ideas 3.1.6

The LDA model has classified 131 posts into ‘Mix of ideas’.   
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Figure 15 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Mix of ideas' 

 

Figure 16 - 'Mix of ideas' wordcloud 

 Topic Change and innovation culture 3.1.7

 The LDA model has classified 269 posts into ‘Change and innovation culture’ 
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Figure 17 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Change and innovation culture' 

 

Figure 18 - 'Change and innovation culture' wordcloud 

 Topic Digital transformation 3.1.8

The LDA model has classified 181 posts into ‘Digital transformation’.   
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Figure 19 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Digital transformation' 

 

Figure 20 - 'Digital transformation' wordcloud 

 Topic Electronic Government 3.1.9

 The LDA model has classified 151 posts into ‘Electronic Government’.   
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Figure 21 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Electronic Government' 

 

Figure 22 - 'Electronic Government' wordcloud 

 Topic Innovation: open and focus on user 3.1.10

The LDA model has classified 127 posts into ‘Innovation: open and focus on user’.   
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Figure 23 - Ten of the most frequency terms in 'Innovation: open and focus on user' 

 

Figure 24 - 'Innovation: open and focus on user' wordcloud 
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3.2 Examples of posts classification 

Finally, after the data cleaning process and the topic modeling, it is possible to see the 

complete process: from the original post to its topic. 

The figure below shows a few examples of posts before and after the application of the 

dictionaries and their final topic assignment: 

Original Post Cleaned Post Topic 

If the public sector isn't digital, Europe isn't 
digital says @GOettingerEU to 
@EU_Commission staff at #DIGITconf via 
@DIGITconf 

public sector digital digital staff Digital transformation 

#DIGITconf @stephen_quest : our job is not 
to fix IT is to transform government, strategy is 
delivery 

job fix information_technology transform 
government strategy delivery 

Electronic 
Government 

Gertrud Ingestad. If you have an idea. What 
do you do it in the European Commission? 
#DIGITconf 

idea european_commission Cloud technology 

we need to build bridges within the 
@EU_Commission & a collaborative 
environment connecting DGs sharing tasks & 
focus on delivery #DIGITconf 

build collaborative environment connect 
share task focus delivery 

 New work is digital 

@binkorama there is an opportunity to work 
on the move. Office less #BYOD I may be a 
better idea #DIGITconf 

opportunity work move office idea Mix of ideas 

Figure 25 - Examples of topic assignment 
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4 ANNEX 

4.1 Topics-Terms frequencies 

The following excel includes a single sheet within the frequencies of each term in each 
topic: 

D03.03.Model_Resul
ts_Topic_Terms_Freq.xlsx

 

4.2 Topic-Clean Text- Original Text 

The following excel includes a single sheet within the topic assignment for each 
cleaned document and its original text: 

D03.03.Model_Resul
ts_Topic_Clean_Original

 


